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ABSTRACT
Far-field automatic speech recognition (ASR) of conversa-
tional speech is often considered to be a very challenging
task due to the poor quality of alignments available for train-
ing the DNN acoustic models. A common way to alleviate
this problem is to use clean alignments obtained from paral-
lelly recorded close-talk speech data. In this work, we ad-
vance the parallel data approach by obtaining enhanced low-
rank and sparse soft targets from a close-talk ASR system
and using them for training more accurate far-field acoustic
models. Specifically, we (i) exploit eigenposteriors and Com-
pressive Sensing dictionaries to learn low-dimensional senone
subspaces in DNN posterior space, and (ii) enhance close-
talk DNN posteriors to achieve high quality soft targets for
training far-field DNN acoustic models. We show that the en-
hanced soft targets encode the structural and temporal inter-
relationships among senone classes which are easily accessi-
ble in the DNN posterior space of close-talk speech but not
in its noisy far-field counterpart. We exploit enhanced soft
targets to improve the mapping of far-field acoustics to close-
talk senone classes. The experiments are performed on AMI
meeting corpus where our approach improves DNN based
acoustic modeling by 4.4% absolute (∼8% rel.) reduction
in WER as compared to a system which doesn’t use parallel
data. Finally, the approach is also validated on state-of-the-art
recurrent and time delay neural network architectures.

Index Terms— far-field ASR, soft targets, low-rank,
sparsity, deep neural networks

1. INTRODUCTION

Training accurate DNN acoustic models using far-field speech
is difficult not only due to presence of reverberation and ad-
ditive noise in the acoustic inputs, but also due to the poor
quality of framewise senone alignments available with it. For
example, a distant microphone might pick up strong back-
ground speech or other additive noise and align spoken words
in the transcription with these unintended regions [1]. These
effects degrade the quality of target senone alignments which
in turn results in poor DNN based acoustic modeling. A com-
mon way to tackle this problem is to parallelly record speech
data using close-talk microphones and use close-talk speech

Fig. 1: Using hard alignments from parallel close-talk speech data to train
DNN acoustic models for far-field speech.

to generate better quality senone alignments for training ASR
models [2] (as shown in Figure 1). DNN acoustic models
trained with alignments from parallel close-talk speech have
been consistently shown to outperform models which use
alignments from the far-field data [2, 3]. In this work, we
extend the approach of exploiting parallel data for far-field
ASR by exploring the use of low-rank and sparse soft targets
for training far-field acoustic models.

Soft targets have been previously used for DNN knowl-
edge distillation by model compression [4, 5] and knowledge
transfer [6, 7]. In current work, they refer to the senone
posteriors probabilities generated by an already trained DNN
model on close-talk speech data. These posterior probabilities
are used as targets for training a DNN which takes far-field
speech features as input. As argued in our previous work [8],
soft targets have high information content about underlying
senone classes, but they are also prone to local unstructured
and high-dimensional errors. On the other hand, the informa-
tion content is manifested in the form of structured patterns
visible among a large population of training data posterior
probabilities. In [9] and [10], we showed that low-rank re-
construction using eigenposteriors (class specific principal
components in DNN posterior space) and sparse reconstruc-
tion using compressive sensing (CS) dictionaries [11] are
principled ways of preserving the global low-dimensional
structures in soft targets while discarding the random high-
dimensional noise. Soft targets enhanced in this way were
successfully employed to improve close-talk ASR perfor-



mance in our previous works [8, 9]. We will revisit more
details in Section 2, but in summary, low rank and sparse
soft targets are high quality substitutes to replace hard senone
alignments for training DNN acoustic models as they pro-
vide an improved mapping of the acoustic features to the
underlying senone classes for hybrid DNN-HMM ASR.

Prior research in far-field ASR using parallel data can be
categorized into front-end and back-end based approaches. In
front-end approaches [2, 12, 13] , the far-field acoustic fea-
tures are first enhanced by mapping them to parallel close-
talk features and then these enhanced acoustic features are
used to train DNN based ASR system. In contrast, the back-
end approaches focus on employing stronger acoustic models
like CNNs [14], LSTM-RNNs and their variants [15, 16], or
adapting the back-end model by knowledge sharing [2, 17]
with a parallel close-talk based acoustic model. Another com-
mon approach, as discussed earlier, is to use hard alignments
from clean speech data and has been explored successfully in
[1, 3, 18].

1.1. Motivation and Contribution

Our motivation for using enhanced soft targets for learning
far-field DNN acoustic models is twofolds. Firstly, in a re-
verberated speech signal, the acoustic realization of a senone
would be continuously smudged by the presence of neighbor-
ing senones. Hence, any acoustic feature frame of reverber-
ated speech can possibly have evidence of multiple senones
which would actually appear in a comparatively more discrete
sequence if the speech was captured using a close-talk micro-
phone. This suggests an increased amount of temporal cor-
relation exhibited by senones in the acoustic feature space of
far-field speech. As argued in [8], such temporal correlation
among senones is better characterized by soft targets as they
are obtained by processing a context of neighboring acoustic
feature frames at the input of the close-talk DNN.

Secondly, as shown in [1], far-field acoustic features
might lead to a choice of different pronunciations for the
same word transcription. In such a case, it will be more
preferable to have soft targets as DNN outputs so as to sup-
port possibilities of multiple phonetic sequences rather than
hard alignments which enforce one particular pronunciation
of the underlying word sequence. Finally, we need the soft
targets not to associate with unstructured local noise in the
far-field acoustic features. This motivated us to work with
enhanced low-rank and sparse soft targets which essentially
focus on the intra-class global patterns and the inter-class
correlations rather than local erroneous probability estimates
present in the original DNN posteiors.

Experimental evaluations are conducted on AMI cor-
pus [19] which has a collection of multi-party meeting record-
ings with unconstrained conversational speech. AMI corpus
provides audio recordings which were parallely recorded us-
ing close-talk and distant microphones. This provides a per-
fect use case for our experiments on improving far-field ASR

using low-rank and sparse soft-targets from close-talk data.
We show in Section 3.2 that low-rank and sparse soft targets
lead to improved ASR performance using DNN, LSTM as
well as TDNN acoustic models. We achieve nearly 4-5% ab-
solute WER reduction as compared to the traditional far-field
data based DNN baseline.

In the rest of the paper, the proposed approach is described
in Section 2 and the experiments on far-field ASR are ex-
plained in Section 3. Section 4 presents the concluding re-
marks and directions for future work.

2. LOW-RANK AND SPARSE SOFT TARGETS

This section provides a brief summary of eigenposteriors
and CS dictionary based approach to enhance DNN pos-
teriors. We also discuss the existence of senone specific
low-dimensional subspaces and their importance for far-field
ASR.

A large vocabulary ASR system typically works with
senones in the order of 103 − 104. On the contrary, a speech
utterance is composed of a union of words which in turn
consist of phonetic components and subphonetic attributes.
Each acoustic component is produced through activation of
a few highly constrained articulatory mechanisms leading to
generation of speech data in union of low-dimensional sub-
spaces [20, 21, 22]. In terms of CS theory [11, 23], while we
take measurements in a very high dimensional DNN posterior
space, the actual subspace where each senone belongs is very
low-dimensional. Our earlier works [8, 9, 10, ?] on acoustic
modeling explicitly took into account this multi-subspace
structure of the speech data.

In [8], it was shown that given a matrix of of DNN pos-
teriors of a particular senone class, the actual rank of the
matrix is ∼ 1% of the overall DNN posterior dimension
- thus rendering a very low-dimensional senone subspace.
Moreover, a senone subspace is usually never 1-dimensional
but multidimensional suggesting that it has correlations with
other senone classes. These correlations can arise either
from (i) sequential correlations among senones which usu-
ally appear together in a context or (ii) structural correlations
among senones which are context dependent variations of the
same triphone HMM state as they all share the same root in
senone decision tree [24]. While hard targets are unable to
capture this low-dimensional senone subspace information
due to their binary nature, soft targets can easily encode the
sequential and the structural correlations among senones. For
a reverberated speech signal, soft targets can better capture
the transition of senones over neighboring acoustic feature
frames as well as accomodate alternative pronunciations of
far-field speech as discussed in Section 1.1. Although soft tar-
gets provide a better mapping from the input far-field speech
to the output senone classes, they may still suffer from the
presence of unstructured high-dimensional errors due to inac-
curacies in DNN training or erroneous local estimates. Thus,



Fig. 2: Reconstruction of senone DNN posteriors to achieve more accurate soft targets for far-field DNN acoustic model training. PCA based approach (top)
projects DNN posteriors on a low-dimensional intermediate representation to extract the senone subspace information whereas dictionary based sparse coding
(bottom) uses l1 norm sparsity constraints to access the the same subspace.

we propose the use of PCA and sparse coding to enhance
the original soft targets so as to use them for training more
accurate DNN acoustic models.

Section 2.1 and 2.2 below provide details of our enhance-
ment processes. Figure 2 shows it visually and more details
about this process can be found in [8].

2.1. PCA Based Enhancement of DNN Posteriors

Let matrix Mk ∈ RK×N consist of N training data DNN
posteriors z̃’s which belong to the senone class sk (K is the
total number of senones i.e. the dimension of z̃). Here, tilde
symbol on z̃ refers to the posterior z in logarithmic domain
so as to avoid skewed distribution of posterior probabilities in
subsequent principal component analysis. The baseline DNN
acoustic model which generates these posteriors is trained us-
ing hard labels obtained from a GMM-HMM forced align-
ment and we segregate senone sk posteriors by referring to
the same GMM-HMM forced alignment on the training data.

We first compute the principal components of matrix Mk

as Pk ∈ RK×K . Next, based on the singular values, we pick
the first lk (typically << K) principal components from Pk

such that they preserve σ% variability of the space. We as-
sume here that σ% variability, that quantifies the low-rank
regularities in senone spaces, is a parameter independent of
the senone class whereas the actual number of principal com-
ponents retained, lk, is class dependent. These principal com-
ponents which contain the most important dynamics (corre-
ponding to a high value of σ) of the senone subspace are
termed as the eigenposteriors of senone sk, denoted as

DLR
k = P lk

k ∈ R
K×lk (1)

where P lk
k refers to first lk columns of Pk. Now, we can

project any training data DNN posterior z̃ belonging to
senone sk on the space of P l

k and get a low-dimensional
representation. This representation can be projected back to
the original DNN posterior dimension as z̃LR such that only
the low-rank senone specific information survives through
this process. Note that the reconstruction results in a soft pos-
terior and not a binary posterior. This reconstructed posterior

can then be used as an enhanced soft target for training more
accurate acoustic models.

2.2. Dictionary Based Enhancement of DNN Posteriors

In PCA, the principal components act as a set of orthogonal
basis vectors for a given subspace such that their linear com-
binations can span the whole subspace. On the other hand,
a dictionary as per CS theory is defined as an over-complete
set of basis vectors for the subspace. Over-completeness here
refers to having more basis vectors in the dictionary than the
rank of the space itself. This property of the dictionary en-
ables expressing any datapoint in the subspace as a sparse
linear combination of the vectors already present in the dic-
tionary. Choosing a sparse linear combination over dictionary
columns enables modeling of the underlying subspace as an
union of low-dimensional manifolds (which is non-linear) as
compared to the linear subspace assumption of PCA.

Given a matrix Mk of N DNN posteriors of senone class
sk as in Section 2.2, we use online dictionary learning algo-
rithm [25] to learn an over-complete dictionary DSP

k as per
the following optimization problem

DSP
k = argmin

D,A

∑
z∈Mk

‖z −Dα‖22 + λ‖α‖1, s.t. ‖dj‖22 ≤ 1∀j

(2)
where dj is jth column of DSP

k , and λ in the second term is a
regularization factor which controls the sparsity of α by reg-
ularizing its l1 norm. Once the dictionary has been learned,
any DNN posterior of senone class sk can be expressed as a
sparse linear combination of columns of DSP

k by solving the
l1 norm based Lasso optimization problem [26] as

α̂ = argmin
α
‖z −DSP

k α‖22 + λ‖α‖1. (3)

First term in equation (3) controls the accuracy of the re-
construction whereas the second term enforces sparse solu-
tions. The reconstruction given by zSP = DSP

k α̂ is used
as the enhanced sparse soft target for training acoustic mod-
els later. In the next section, we delve into experiments on
far-field ASR using enhanced soft targets.



Fig. 3: Schematics of our system which uses low-rank and sparse soft targets for training the far-field DNN acoustic models. Required soft targets are
obtained by PCA or dictionary based enhancement of close-talk speech DNN posteriors.

3. FAR-FIELD ASR USING PARALLEL DATA

We present our system for far-field acoustic modeling in Fig-
ure 3. Instead of using hard targets from parallelly recorded
close-talk speech data, we propose to use low-rank and sparse
soft-targets. For this, first a close-talk acoustic model is
trained in a traditional way (shown as baseline close-talk
DNN in Figure 3) with hard targets obtained from GMM-
HMM forced alignments. The close-talk DNN thus trained
is used to generate soft targets from the close-talk speech
features. These soft targets are then passed through a PCA or
dictionary based enhancement process as explained in Section
2 to generate enhanced soft targets. The enhanced soft targets
are used with far-field speech to train more accurate DNN
acoustic models (shown as enhanced far-field DNN in Figure
3). Below we describe the details of our ASR experiments
and the subsequent analysis to evaluate the performance of
our approach on far-field ASR.

3.1. Database and Experimental Specifications

We demonstrate our approach on AMI corpus [19]. Single
distant microphone (SDM) data with mic-id 1 is used in our
experiments for far-field speech and individual headset micro-
phone (IHM) as the source of close-talk speech. AMI corpus
has nearly 100 hours of recordings divided approximately as
80 hours train set, 10 hours dev and 10 hours eval set. 10% of
training data is used for cross-validation during DNN training
in all cases, whereas the dev set is used to tune the σ and λ
parameters discussed in Section 2.

Kaldi toolkit [27] is used for training DNN-HMM sys-
tems. The input features to DNN have a dimension of 1320
(40 dimensional filterbank energies +∆+∆∆ features × 11
frame context). Senone set generated using IHM data con-
sists of 3992 senones which is the also the dimension of DNN
posteriors. All DNNs have 6 hidden layers with 2048 neu-

rons each. The experiments are based on Kaldi tri3b system
where the senone set and the subsequent GMM-HMM forced
alignment are learned after LDA+MLLT transforms [28].
All DNNs are randomly initialized and trained using cross-
entropy (CE) loss backpropagation followed by sequence
discriminative training to minimize the sMBR objective. For
sequence training using sMBR loss, the alignments and de-
nominator lattices are generated using the CE trained DNNs.
AMI pronunciation dictionary has∼47K words and a trigram
model for decoding. All the results reported in this paper
are reproducible using the standard AMI Corpus [19] setup,
Kaldi toolkit [27] and scripts provided in [29].

For generating low-rank and sparse soft targets, a value
of σ = 95% and λ = 0.1 was found to be optimal while
optimizing WER on dev set. Setting σ = 95% results in dif-
ferent number of principal components being retained for dif-
ferent senone classes. The average number of retained prin-
cipal components over all classes was found to be ∼40 as
compared to the overall dimension of 3992 senones. This
confirms the presence of low-dimensional senone subspaces
underlying the DNN posterior matrices. After reconstructing
DNN posteriors using PCA or dictionary based sparse coding,
we preserved precision only upto first two decimal places in
soft targets, followed by normalizing each vector to sum 1 be-
fore storing the data on the disk. We do the precision based
thresholding to avoid memory issues as soft targets for the en-
tire training data require large amount of storage space. The
normalization of soft targets to sum to 1 ensures that they act
as probability vectors under CE loss based DNN training.

Finally, the experiments based on long-short term mem-
ory (LSTM) and time-delay neural network (TDNN) (Section
3.2) are based on standard recipes and parameter settings from
Kaldi nnet3 scripts. Both LSTM and TDNN are trained using
the same input fbank features and output senone labels as the
baseline DNN acoustic model. Some architectural details of
these models follow here. The LSTM and bidirectional(Bi-)



Table 1: ASR performance on AMI SDM eval set (in WER%) when soft
targets are derived from eigenposteriors and dictionaries learned using SDM
senone set and corresponding baseline DNN.

Sys # Training Targets Network Type
CE CE+sMBR

1.1 SDM (hard) 58.6 54.4
1.2 SDM (PCA95) 57.9 53.1
1.3 SDM (SP0.1) 60.8 55.7

LSTM use a recurrence of 20 time steps for back-propagation
and have 3 hidden layers each of size 1024. Splicing is done
at the input to include a left and right context of 2 frames
each and delta features are not appended. TDNN acoustic
model is based on [30] and uses layerwise splicing of {-2,2
; -1,2 ; -3,3 ; -7,2 ; -3,3 ; 0 ; 0}. Each ‘;’ separated pair of
numbers gives the left (with ‘-’ symbol) and right context for
splicing at each successive layer of the TDNN model. Simi-
lar to LSTM models, we do not append delta features to fbank
features at the input of TDNN. Our LSTM and TDNN setup
is more comparable to the previous works presented in [31]
and [30]. In contrast to the system in [1], we do not employ
speaker-adaptive training for acoustic modeling.

3.2. Experimental Analysis

We consider the whole SDM eval set for evaluation. Scoring
is done using NIST asclite tool [32] for upto 4 overlapping
speakers.

Our initial results shown in Table 1 are based completely
on SDM data. ASR word error rates (WER %) are provided
for DNN acoustic models which are first trained with CE loss
and then subsequently sequence discriminatively trained with
sMBR loss. First row depicts a traditional baseline system
(Sys 1.1) trained using far-field acoustic features with hard
aligments from SDM which works at 54.4% WER with se-
quence training. We enhance the soft targets generated from
Sys 1.1 using PCA and sparse coding to train Sys 1.2 and 1.3
respectively. While PCA based Sys 1.2 gives a small (1.3%
red. in WER) performance improvement, sparse coding based
Sys 1.3 turns out to perform even worse than the hard target
based baseline itself. We noticed this performance degrada-
tion over a range of values for σ and λ for ASR on the dev set
as well. This experiment confirms the poor quality of SDM

based senone alignments as well as the DNN in Sys 1.1 which
generated the soft targets. We conclude that our approach
is not able to learn meaningful senone subspace information
with SDM senone set and SDM based DNN posteriors. Next,
we do experiments with soft targets from IHM data.

The baseline for experiments with parallel data uses hard
targets from IHM close-talk data with acoustic features from
SDM data as shown in Figure 1. Table 2 depicts this as Sys
2.1. In these experiments, we also provide results for ASR
on IHM data to compare how ASR performance improve-
ments on IHM data relate to those on SDM data. As expected,
Sys 2.1 with IHM hard targets performs better than Sys 1.1
which uses SDM hard targets. We use Sys 2.1 (CE loss based
IHM system) to generate soft targets and perform low-rank
and sparse reconstuction to enhance them in order to train
Sys 2.2 and 2.3. The original soft targets didn’t bring any
significant improvements on IHM data in [8] and we do not
consider them here. On IHM data, we notice that PCA soft
targets based Sys 2.2 performs the best at 26.8% WER with
sequence training. Although sparse soft targets based Sys 2.3
outperforms the IHM hard target baseline, the improvements
are still lower than PCA based Sys 2.2. However, on far-field
SDM data, both Sys 2.2 and 2.3 give significant WER reduc-
tions and Sys 2.3 with sparse soft targets outperforms Sys 2.2
trained using PCA based soft targets. Compared to the SDM
hard target based sequence trained baseline, the overall im-
provement by using Sys 2.3 is 4.4% absolute (∼8% rel.) and
compared to IHM hard targets, it is 2.1% absolute (∼4% rel.).

An interesting obseration here is that the sparse soft tar-
gets result in better acoustic modeling than their low-rank
counterparts for SDM data, whereas we observe the con-
trary on IHM data. The success of sparse soft targets for
SDM shows that the non-linear low-dimensional model-
ing of senone subspaces, enabled by dictionaries, is highly
beneficial for mapping reverberated noisy speech acoustic
features to underlying senone classes. We also note that the
performance improvements using enhanced soft targets are
observed in both CE and sMBR loss based systems, and we
conclude that the benefits of enhanced soft targets are com-
plementary to those of sequence training, as shown previously
in [9].

In Table 3, we further evaluate our approach on state-of-
the-art recurrent and time-delay neural network architectures.

Table 2: ASR performance on AMI IHM and SDM eval set (in WER%) when soft targets are derived from eigenposteriors and dictionaries learned using
IHM senone set and corresponding baseline DNN.

Sys # Training Targets

Evaluation Condition
IHM Eval SDM Eval

CE CE+sMBR CE CE+sMBR
1.1 SDM (hard) - - 58.6 54.4
2.1 IHM (hard) 30.5 28.0 54.9 52.1
2.2 IHM (PCA95) 29.4 26.8 52.9 51.5
2.3 IHM (SP0.1) 30.4 27.3 52.1 50.0



Table 3: ASR performance using recurrent and time-delay NN architec-
tures on AMI SDM eval set (in WER%) when soft targets are derived from
eigenposteriors and dictionaries learned using IHM senone set and corre-
sponding baseline DNN.

Sys # Training Targets
Network Type

LSTM Bi-LSTM TDNN
1.1 SDM (hard) 54.9 54.2 55.0
3.1 IHM (hard) 51.3 49.7 51.0
3.2 IHM (PCA95) 50.1 49.3 49.8
3.3 IHM (SP0.1) 50.2 49.3 50.2

We observe in Table 3 that the enhanced soft targets are su-
perior for training the LSTM and TDNN based acoustic mod-
els than IHM hard targets. The WER reductions are notice-
ably smaller for these strong baselines, but we consistently
achieve ∼5% absolute improvement in WER as compared to
the SDM hard targets baseline, and ∼1% absolute improve-
ment as compared to IHM hard targets based systems. Bi-
LSTM based Sys 3.2 and 3.3 with low-rank and sparse targets
perform equally well and give the best WER of 49.3%. These
experiments further confirm the importance of modeling low-
dimensional senone subspaces for improving ASR. Note that
the low-rank and sparse soft targets from the parallel IHM
data were still obtained from CE loss based IHM System 2.1
depicted in Table 2. In future, we plan to explore modeling of
low-dimensional senone subspaces from stronger IHM base-
line systems based on LSTMs or TDNN instead of simple
feed-forward DNN acoustic models.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this work, we presented the use of low-rank and sparse soft
targets from parallelly recorded close-talk speech to improve
ASR performance on far-field speech. PCA assumes a low-
dimensional linear subspace underlying the population of a
senone specific DNN posterior matrix. On the other hand, an
over-complete dictionary models the senone subspace non-
linearly as an union of low-dimensional manifolds. In con-
text of far-field ASR using parallel data, we achieved im-
provemnts by using enhanced soft targets in place of hard
targets from close-talk speech. Gains in ASR performance
using sparse soft targets are particularly promising and sug-
gest potential for exploring sparse modeling based techniques
to improve far-field ASR. Specifically, we plan to investi-
gate sparse modeling of far-field acoustic features for derever-
beration and front-end enhancement of features before DNN
based acoustic modeling.
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